
Liner step sections can be incorporated into a pre-tailored liner. 

Aquaflex has revolutionised what can be done with a pool liner. Gone 
are they days when anything out of the ordinary was deemed 
impossible. 

Aquaflex has pioneered the incorporation of lined steps into a 
pre-tailored liner. The benefits are enormous, for renovating old and 
new pools where a less expensive option than a fibreglass or 
acrylic step is desired. Moreover the problem of matching the colour 
of the liner to the colour of the step disappears. 

Almost any size and shape of step can be lined in this way, as long as 
clear and accurate drawings are supplied. The only stipulation is 
that there must be an absolute minimum of  6" (0.15 m) of water 
covering the top step in order to prevent movement of the liner. 
The sketches below give an idea of the selection of the step designs 
that is possible. Step edges should be finished with a very small 
"pencil" radius to prevent sharp edges and sand bags or other ballast 
should be used during filling to help keep the liner in position. 

Corner Step 

Curved Step 

Inside Step 

Roman Step 

Square Step 

Motifs & Logos 
Why not make your pool liner a 
little bit special by adding a 
printed motif. Just supply us 
with the high resolution art 
work or, if you have something 
in mind, like the Dolphin shown 
here, just give us a call to 
discuss. 

Simpler motifs, such as the 
Dolphin shown below can be welded onto your liner. We have 
a selection of motifs here such as a turtle, seahorse, seal ion 
and butterfly. 



Aquaflex Liner Clean 

Aquaflex Liner Clean is the recommended 
non abraisive PVC Liner/Tileband cleaner. It will deal with the most stubborn 
scum line deposits and clacium build up. 

It has been specifically designed to remove build up of scale, scum and body fats 
from the most wet surfaces, without affecting the PH levels or TDS levels of the pool 
water. This multi purpose descaler is suitable for use on PVC pool liners, tiled 
surrounds, acrylic spas and fibreglass. 

Liner Range 

BARCELONA BLUE 

GREY MARBLE CORAL 

TUSCANY BLUE COSTABRAVA 
WARNING: 11 me pool has an automatJC salt chlomat,on system without the oorect doslf19 control, there 
Is a great danger that the pool water WID be over chlorinated, This will result In colour/pattern loss of the 
pool liner. PLEASE SEEK SPECIFIC ADVICE FROM YOUR SAlJ' CI-ILORlNATOR SUPPLIER. 

Anti-slip 
We strongly recommend 
anti-slip for steps 

GRANITE 

MARBLE 

PERSIA OCHRE 



Liner Range 

MOSAIC BYZANCE WHITE AQUA 

ICE BLUE BLACK SAND BLUE 

LIGHT GREY DARK GREY TARRAGONA SAND SLATE 



MOSAIC 

IPANEMA BLUE 

ANDALUCIA 

Tileband Range 

LISBON BLUE 

a•aeaamaam&• maan 
CADIZ 

SAN SEBASTIAN 

POMPEI BLUE 

SEVILLA 

CORDOBA 






